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Guild wars 2 dry top guide

GW2 Dry Top Achievements Guide. Dry Top is a new zone introduced at the gates of the Maguuma patch. This work is ongoing Note: This work is ongoing, missing achievements will be added soon. Prospect Valley Crash Site Climber/Dive Master: Prospect Valley Check out this guide to
jump puzzle and Dive Master achievement You'll have to wait in the event area for an event where Inquests collects crystal fragments. When this event occurs (approximately every 20 minutes), you need to lift the nearby stones in order to hit the investigation with a yellow kite. There is a
limited number of both investigations and stones, so if everyone picks up the stones or kills the investigation too quickly, you will be disappointed with the achievement and will have to wait. [youtube= The legendary Llama Llama of Llama is in an abandoned mine that is controlled by
research. The door isn't always open, so if the doors are closed, you'll have to wait. Once the doors are open, you need to go inside and see if there are sun crystals inside. If not, you will have to kill inquest prisons to free prisoners who give birth to sun crystals once they are released. With
solar crystal, your goal is to rush to the end of the quicksand and river and get behind the wall on the left. This could take a few attempts. When you're up, keep climbing until you see the legendary Lava from achievement. [youtube= Coin collector: Prospect Valley This guide contains only a
map, images and videos of all 30 lost coins locations. The path has also been optimized to reduce backtracking. The video is also linked below. [youtube= Quicksand and Survivors There are two ways to do this. The first is the cheese way of grouping with other players (especially
elementalists and guardians) and basically improving each other. The second method is, of course, the more difficult method by which you do it alone, using max-cure. Quicksand and damage seem to be ticking because % of your HP is so vibrant that it's not ideal. Berserker or equipment
with power is good for you. Invulnibility doesn't work here because of the damage. Note that the Mesmer building is mine, the rest of the construction is what I copy from official forums about what other players have used. Mesmers: You basically use a Mantra structure with restorative
mantra and Mantra Mastery features. This way, your mantras will make you active and the loading of the mantra will be greatly reduced. Make sure you have 6 points for inspiration for maximum urban achievement. The video below shows you the exact process of mesmer. Warriors:
Defense 6 [3-confident footy, 11-defy pain], tactics 6 [2- 7-Shrug it off, 12-strong screams]. Slot skills: Defiant attitude and screams. Thief: CS: 2 (VI), SA: 6 (III – V – XI), XI), 6 (VI - VIII TO XI). Use Hide Secretly, Blinding Powder and Shadow Protector. Just time out stealth to improve to



maximize hp/s Elementalist: Use staff build to improve. Wait 5 ticks: use #3 #5 heal. Expect another 5 ticks: use #6 necromancer: 0/0/2/6/6, IV, III, IX, X, II, VIII, XII Well of blood, other sources ... used well after about three hits, and then came a full death shroud 6k HP to the left. Guardian:
Tome of Courage Ranger: Invite elite spirit at 5 NM to get regeni and about 50% HP pop Troll Unguent. Engineer: Use only A.E.D. at low HP. Monk: Just Kidding [youtube= Hunting buried treasure: Prospect Valley You can only get this achievement when the zone is covered in sandstorms.
Basically, every hour for the first 40 minutes are calm, while the next 20 minutes are sandstorms. Locked coffins buried during sandstorms spawn from a few places throughout the zone and can be opened against achievement and prey. Keys can be imported from Zephyrite merchants in
exchange for Geodes, which you get to perform events and story appearances. Here are some possible places. Sparring Rock Master For this achievement, you have to beat Nochtli, the frog boss, without being knocked off the sparring platform. Stablity, Blinds and Evades really help and a
thief can make this achievement much easier by spam blinds. The Nochtli event spawns approximately every 15 minutes after about 5 minutes, 20 minutes and 35 minutes after the hour. You need to talk to Nochtl in his cave to trigger the event before running up or following Nochtl to his
sparring platform. [youtube= Attacks on Nochtli have 4 attacks you need to watch out for. He goes through these attacks and repeats them. Engineers can drop their load, which gives anyone who uses it a 2-minute stability hobby, making this achievement quite easy. 1. Front cone Usually
the first attack and quite easy to avoid. 2. 180 degree spin attack Follow immediately after the front cone, this is a much narrow cone with Nochtli spinning at an angle of 180 degrees counterclockwise. You have to run half rotation around Nochtli to avoid this attack. 3. Rain falls This is an
attack in which Nochtli goes invul and jumps into the air. He rains small aoe attacks, but they seem easy to avoid as long as you see the platform. 4. Chassis wide AoE This is the most problematic AoE as it covers the entire platform. You need to use stability or evasive action here, but the
blinds are also very effective at causing Nochtl to pass by. This is series 3 AoEs, so you have to have something that can last long enough. You can also schedule to avoid reasing this AoE. Llama drama For this achievement, you need to get When the Skritt burglar opened coffins in the
area. Skritt Burglar and chest spawn for about 40 minutes for more than an hour as the sandstorm takes effect. There are several possible places in the chest that weaw a Skritt burglar. The goal is not to kill the script quickly, but to use automatic attacks until you turn into a llama for
achievement. Do not use pets or clones or they may change instead. Map Locations Possible Location #1 Fairly Common Spawning Point and Near Waypoint Possible Location #2 Possible Location #4 Possible Location #5 Home » Interactive Maps » Dry Top Map of Poi Compounds,
Waypoints, Vistas, Skills and more Posted on February 9, 2015 by Mikro This article was published in Interactive Maps and marked Dry Top, Explore, Guide, Jumping Puzzle, Maguuma Wastes, map, poi, screenshot, Skill Point, Vista, Waypoint by Mikro. Bookmark the perk. Guild Wars 2
Dry Top Timers Guide by RuisedBEFORE SANDSTORMXX:00 Tendril, Race, MoaXX:05 Serene, Froggy, South Mine, Queen (Serene may spawn early I noticed it during one MS appearance 2 minutes before the start of its event)XX:10 North Mine, basketXX:15 Tendril, Race, MoaXX:20
Serene, Froggy, South Mine, QueenXX:25 North Mine, basketXX:30 Tendril, Race, MoaXX:35 Serene, Froggy, South Mine, QueenDURING SANDSTORMXXX:40 – Mine blockade, Win dust mites, Skritt Burglar, Escort HazeXX:4045 Devourer Queen (If T2 was achieved)XX:50 Small Dust
Thingy (If T3 was achieved), Escort HazeXX:55 Big Dust Thingy (If T4 was achieved)Replace XX with any hour - note that some events take a few seconds to spawn. The Northern Mine is a rescue zephyrites event that usually needs about 10-15 people in the Southern mine on golemRace
usually needs 10-15 peopleSkritt Burglar is like other skritt burglars in the world because he spawns in the chest and you chase him from there. Race, North Mine, Tendril and Basket have every opportunity for bonus service, although I'm willing to say you don't need a bonus to get to Level
4 because the map I'm on has hit T4 partly through XX:30 spawning. After T4, all pre-Sandstorm events will give you 5 geods. All sandstorm events give 10 geods, which means one sandstorm is worth up to 80 geods. However, the North Mine blockade and swarm of dust die quite quickly,
so it is very likely that you will not get both. North Mine is easy to mark and leave; The dust thing drops a lot of sand, especially if you scale the event. NOTE: If you don't kill a big dust thing before the sandstorm subsides, you'll get smaller geode rewards. Good farming! MAP of events
Schtizzel Timer Drant I would like to thank Bald the Warrior, Fenrir Cinderspire and Damodredia and whoever the other commander was, as well as all of us little underlings who went 4 hours of T4)This is what we When we're driving the T4 today and it worked, we hit the T4 with 10 minutes
left on the clock, if you get level after 7 minutes, you should be fine. EVENT TIPS One thing I wanted to add to the commanders or people who run each section, make sure that if you leave, someone will take over your route and when you show them the route they lead in advance, it will be
a great help. Roland Wind whispered to me that Serene could be activated during a sandstorm. Tendril Event – Basically, this is a quick event where Tendril spawns with some roots AoEs are your friends here. This event can be made by 1-5 people and if they are zerker built this event
should not last more than a few seconds. To get a bonus on tendril, make sure you kill the roots before you kill the tentacle. Serene Event – During the Serene event brings swiftness, because his path to the 5th. If he dies, he has a timer where he needs to be resuscited one thing that must
be taken into account whenever the timer is left, when he dies, it starts there. For example, if you resuscitated him after 1 minute, when he dies again, it will begin after 1 minute. Basket aka Plume – For this event, you need to prevent the investigation from stealing supplies. As the
investigation crowds the area with the help of aoes, they burn quickly. If they grab supplies, use computers and interruptions to reset them by walking to the basket again. If they accidentally get the supplies, you have to stop them before they run back to a certain point. To receive the
bonus, you need to make sure that the investigation does not receive any supplies. Moa Triple Toe - When she spawns, you just hit her with something CC or Daze when you just do stack for her and DPS for her during a fight the bar fills up when you see it use another interruption or stun
to reset the bar. If you don't interrupt him, he'll run around. Noch aka Frog When the event starts, you follow him to a platform that's pretty small. Take the Guardians on hallowed ground and stand in your country and other forms of stability. When he makes a huge AoE, prepare for stability
next notices that he goes into a circle and uses a dart attack, so keep moving. Queen Starts the event interacting with the tooth really simple just to avoid the roll. North Mine Basically you need 12 NPC out of mines usually team 10-12 people to do this event. One of the things we did was
divide the groups that one group might and the other save. Bring the fields of Swiftness and Water if they are hurt by crowds and rocks falling from the ceiling. One thing to consider to get a bonus you need to keep all 12 NPCs alive, and if the 6 Die event fails. South Mine Two events
happening from this is to save 13 NPC capsules as you save them further will You don't have to walk them out or fight the additions if you decide not to. Another event that takes place in the southern mines is Champ Golem, which you have to kill before the gate repairs itself. The boss
himself is making a leap attack, so watch out for it. This is a small DPS race, not much , but you can't kill the repair golems until you kill the champion, so be aware of the progress at the gates. Crystal Race For this event, you need to collect the crystals before the investigation. To get a
bonus you don't let the study get crystals, if they do, you have to either CC them to drop the crystal. Also, when you get a crystal, you need to put it in the basket or throw it in the basket. Basket.
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